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Abstract
We analyze quantitatively the effect of spurious multifractality induced by the pres-
ence of fat-tailed symmetric and asymmetric probability distributions of fluctuations in
time series. In the presented approach different kinds of symmetric and asymmetric broad
probability distributions of synthetic data are examined starting from Levy regime up to
those with finite variance. We use nonextensive Tsallis statistics to construct all considered
data in order to have good analytical description of frequencies of fluctuations in the whole
range of their magnitude and simultaneously the full control over exponent of power-law
decay for tails of probability distribution. The semi-analytical compact formulas are then
provided to express the level of spurious multifractality generated by the presence of fat
tails in terms of Tsallis parameter q˜ and the scaling exponent β of the asymptotic decay
of cumulated probability density function (CDF). The results are presented in Hurst and
Ho¨lder languages – more often used in study of multifractal phenomena. According to
the provided semi-analytical relations, it is argued how one can make a clear quantitative
distinction for any real data between true multifractality caused by the presence of non-
linear correlations, spurious multifractality generated by fat-tailed shape of distributions
- eventually with their asymmetry, and the correction due to linear autocorrelations in
analyzed time series of finite length. In particular, the spurious multifractal effect of fat
tails is found basic for proper quantitative estimation of all spurious multifractal effects.
Examples from stock market data are presented to support these findings.
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1 Introduction and motivation
Multifractality [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] is commonly considered as very interesting feature of com-
plex and composite systems which attracts a lot of attention in many areas of science. The
multifractal properties of time series are extensively studied because of their omnipresence in
various phenomena in nature connected with complexity like turbulence [8, 9], astronomy [10],
climate phenomena [11, 12, 13], physiology [14], text structure [15, 16, 17, 18], physics [19, 20]
or finances [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. This fragmentary list is far
from being exhaustive and does not cover enormous number of publications on the subject.
The practical fruits of multifractality are not precisely known yet but in some fields includ-
ing finance interesting features of this phenomenon were shown (see, e.g.,[36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45]) that rise hope for interesting future applications connected with risk anal-
ysis. Therefore the questions regarding accuracy, applicability and reliability of multifractal
measurements are crucial for proper analysis and interpretation of obtained results.
Since the seminal paper by Kantelhardt, et.al., [46] we know that multifractal properties one
observes may appear not only as result of existing long-range nonlinear autocorrelations but also
from the presence of fat tails in probability distributions of data or from linear autocorrelations
present in shorter (finite) time series. The latter effect called also a finite size effect (FSE) has
been extensively studied in quantitative way by various authors (see, e.g.,[31, 47, 48, 49, 50,
51]). In fact the mutual interaction and interplay between these three sources of multifractal
effects leads to observable multifractal spectrum. It is a nontrivial task to determine generally
how these three ingredients relatively influence the measured multifractal features. We need
some general method and analytical or semi-analytical formulas which could reveal the mutual
interplay between true multiscaling of data generated by effects of nonlinear autocorrelations
and the remaining sources of multifractality producing in fact multifractal artifacts sometimes
called spurious multifractality. The effect of spurious MF can also be a result of the presence of
additive white or color noise, short-term memory or periodicity in multifractal signal [52, 47, 53].
They may significantly change its observed multifractal properties for all data lengths. Only
the multifractality generated by nonlinear effects is most interesting from the practical point of
view because it reflects in some sense the genetic structure of complicated intrinsic couplings
and information flow inside the complex system. This multiscaling manifests differently at
various time scales and actually makes the essence of true multifractal phenomenon.
The expected level of multifractal artifacts existing due to finite-size effects and linear
autocorrelations in time series was described generally from the quantitative point of view in
series of papers [50, 51, 52, 53]. In this paper we will make the similar quantitative analysis
of spurious multifractality caused by different types of broad probability distribution of data
including also asymmetric fat-tailed distributions. The latter ones are expected to occur in
some real systems including financial ones [54, 55, 56, 57]. It is worth to notice that in fact
nonlinear effects also produce broad distribution of data what in turn influences multifractal
phenomena in a way of specific feedback. Hence the statement that ”true” multifractality is
generated only by nonlinear effects is somehow misleading. Nevertheless, we try to identify
in this paper how large the part of multifractality generated by broad distribution of data
is – even if such effects are completely separated from the nonlinear correlations, i.e., if the
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latter are taken to be null, while the broad distribution is still assumed to exist. This way an
additional contribution to observable multifractal spectrum is produced and one has to be able
to determine quantitatively how large this effect is. Hence, in our approach we will divide the
multifractal spectrum into three separate parts having in mind however, that at least two of
them are in fact strongly coupled in any complex system.
We will use the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA) [4, 46] within this
paper. MFDFA is now commonly accepted technique in searching for multifractal properties
of data in time series. MFDFA has been applied so far in diversified scientific problems like,
e.g., seismology [58, 59], cosmology [60], biology [61, 62], meteorology [63], medicine [64, 65],
music [66, 67], geophysics [68], and mainly finances [1, 26, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. This
technique is reported to have an advantage over the other known approach based on wavelets
[69]. Since it is described elsewhere (see e.g., [4, 44, 45, 46]) we will only briefly recall it here.
The main steps of MFDFA go as follows. Let X(j) =
∑j
i=1 (x(i)− < x >), j = 1, ...,M
be a signal profile, where x(i)i=1,...,M is an analyzed time series and < x > denotes averaging
over all i’s. One divides X(j) into Ks non-overlapping segments of length s (time windows)
starting from both the beginning and the end of the signal. For each segment a local trend
P lν (l-th order polynomial) is estimated and subtracted from the signal profile. Next, for the
detrended signal a local variance F 2(ν, s) in each segment ν and q-th order fluctuation function
is calculated according to:
Fq(s) =
{ 1
2Ks
2Ks∑
ν=1
[F 2(ν, s)]q/2
}1/q
, (1)
where q ∈ ℜ. In this paper, to make the results more readable, we use l = 2, and apply the
scaling range: smin = 40, smax = M/20 (for synthetic data), smax = M/10 (for real data). For
a signal with fractal characteristics the fluctuation functions exhibit power law scaling:
Fq(s) ∼ sh(q) (2)
where h(q) is a generalized Hurst exponent. The bi- or multifractal stationary signals have h(q)
profile as a decreasing function of q; if h(q) = const the signal is called monofractal.
Often the multifractal properties are presented in the Ho¨lder language as the multifractal
singularity spectrum f(α) [7]. The singularity spectrum f(α) can be calculated according to
the following relations [70, 71]:
τ(q) = qh(q)− 1, α = d
dq
τ(q) and f(α) = qα− τ(q), (3)
where α is called the singularity (Ho¨lder) exponent. The wealth of multifractality present in
time series can be defined as a spread of the generalized Hurst exponent ∆h(q). It is considered
as dependent on the q parameter range [46]:
∆h(q) = h(qmin)− h(qmax) (4)
where qmin and qmax are respectively the minimal and the maximal value of the real deformation
parameter q taken into account (usually the symmetric range qmin = −qmax < 0 is proposed).
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The degree of multifractality can be also estimated by measuring the width of f(α) spectrum
[46]:
∆α = αmax(qmin)− αmin(qmax). (5)
In the limit qmax = −qmin →∞ both multifractal characteristics in Eqs.(4) and (5) coincide.
Note, that in order to distinguish the deformation multifractal parameter q from the param-
eter used in ”q-deformed” fat tailed Tsallis distribution, which will also be used in this paper,
the latter one will be denoted further on by q˜.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we investigate the quantitative effect of
broad distribution on multifractal characteristics of data within MFDFA. Two cases of fat tailed
distributions are considered: stable ones with infinite variance (the Levy type of PDF or CDF)
with the attractor made by Levy distribution according to Generalized Central Limit Theorem
and the second case – unstable distributions with finite variance. The are modeled in this
paper by Tsallis q˜-normal distributions (q˜Gaussians). Their attractor, according to Generalized
Central Limit Theorem, is made by Gaussian or Levy distribution and depend on q˜ value. We
discuss an impact made on spurious multifractality by symmetric and asymmetric distributions
in both such regimes (Gaussian and Levy). The quantitative findings from synthetic data
obeying these two types of fat tailed CDF are then applied in section 3 to isolate three types of
multifractality (generated respectively by nonlinear effects, linear effects with FSE and broad
distribution of data) in real financial returns collected for diversified time-lags. Concluding
remarks on the mutual interplay between spurious and real multifractal effects expected to
occur in real time series are summarized in the last section.
2 Influence of symmetric and asymmetric broad distri-
butions of synthetic data on registered multifractal
outcomes
To analyze various features of multifractality we will use time series of uncorrelated data drawn
from q˜Gaussian distribution [72] as well as time series of empirical, usually nonlinearly corre-
lated data. For all data, we shall explore quantitatively the impact of heavy tailed asymmetric
and symmetric probability distributions on multifractality and compare it with the effect of
linear and nonlinear correlations present in a signal of finite length (FSE).
The fat tails discovered in the real probability distributions in many complex systems in-
cluding stock and money market [2, 33, 34, 35, 73] and the complex character of the underlying
temporal correlations indicate that the conventional concept of ergodicity may break down in
the real dynamics. Under such conditions the generalized formalism of nonextensive statistical
mechanics [72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78] may offer an appropriate framework to generate the corre-
sponding time series. In non-extensive approach one is capable to pass in a compact and very
economic way through all intermediate cases of fat tailed distributions just by altering the value
of one parameter q˜ as described below. For this reason we use time series sampled from the
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q˜Gaussian distribution with q˜ being a positive real deformation parameter:
p(x) ∼ e−aq˜x2q˜ = 1/[1 + (q˜ − 1)aq˜x2]1/(q˜−1) (6)
The cumulative form of q˜Gaussian distribution is defined as follows [79]:
P±(x) = Nq˜


√
pi Γ
(
1
2
(3− q˜) β)
2 Γ(β)
√
Bq˜
β
± (x− µ¯q˜) 2F1(α, β; γ; δ)

 (7)
where, the + and − signs correspond to the right and left wings of the distribution, while
Nq˜ =


Γ[ 5−3q˜2−2q˜ ]
Γ[ 2−q˜1−q˜ ]
√
1−q˜
pi
Bq˜ for q˜ < 1
Γ( 1q˜−1)
Γ( 3−q˜2(q˜−1))
√
pi
(q˜−1)Bq˜
for 1 < q˜ < 3
,
µ¯q˜ =
∫
x
[p (x)]q˜∫
[p (x)]q˜ dx
dx ≡ 〈x〉q˜ ,
Bq˜ =
[
(3− 1) σ¯2q˜
]−1
,
α = 1
2
, β = 1
q˜−1
, γ = 3
2
, δ = −Bq˜(q˜−1)(µ¯q˜−x)2 and 2F1(α, β; γ; δ) is the Gauss hypergeometric
function. This type of family distributions develops asymptotically (for large x) a power law
behavior, contrary to exponential behavior characteristic for normal (Gaussian) distribution.
Thus, for cumulative q˜Gaussian distributions the relationship
P (x) ∼ x 21−q˜+1 ∼ x−β (8)
holds. Importantly, distributions of the uncorrelated q˜Gaussian signals, depending on q˜, are
either in the Gaussian attractor regime (for 1 ≤ q˜ < 5/3) or Levy attractor regime (for 5/3 ≤
q˜ ≤ 2). It means that sum of independent n random variables satisfying such distributions
undergoes respectively normal or Levy stable distribution for n → ∞. In the latter case
exponent β of the power law in Eq.(8) becomes also the stability parameter of Levy distribution.
In order to investigate the possible impact of symmetric (asymmetric) broad distributions
on multifractal effects, we generated time series with symmetric and asymmetric distribution
according to Eq.(6). It was assumed that the asymmetric distribution is one for which the right
tail (positive fluctuations) has a normal distribution. This assumption has no impact on final
results because MFDFA is invariant under mirror transformation X(i)→ −X(i). Fig.1 shows
an example of symmetric and asymmetric distribution in the Levy (for q˜ = 1.8) and Gauss
(for q˜ = 1.4) attractor regime respectively. To avoid the influence of FSE on the registered
multifractality of the series, we generated relatively long series, i.e., M ∼ 1010. According to
refs. [50, 51] the spurious multifractal spread ∆hFSE due to presence of FSE is limited then to
∆hFSE . 0.02 for q ≈ 15 and ∆hFSE . 10
−3 for q ≈ 2. Examples of the fluctuation function
(Fq(s)), the multifractal spectrum (f(α)) and the generalized Hurst exponent (h(q)) (both for
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Figure 1: Asymmetric (left column) and symmetric (right column) q˜Gaussian cumulative prob-
ability distributions for q˜ = 1.8, (Levy regime) and q˜ = 1.4, (Gaussian regime) with power law
decay of distribution tails P (x >> 1) ∼ x−1.5 and P (x >> 1) ∼ x−4 respectively. The dashed
line corresponds to a normal distribution.
q˜ from the Gaussian and Levy regimes) for symmetric and asymmetric distributions are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3.
For all q˜ a good power-law dependence of Fq(s) was observed for the scales s ≥ 1000. A
small variability of the slope coefficients, both for symmetric and asymmetric case in Gaussian
regime indicate a monofractal character of the analyzed data in this region. Examples for
q˜ = 1.2 and q˜ = 1.5 are given for this case in two top rows of Figs. 2, 3. Nevertheless the
clear crossover sX ∼ 103 ÷ 104 is observed with spurious multifractal effects contributing to
multifractal spectrum below sX . A transition from distributions in Gaussian regime to Levy
regime attractor corresponding to q˜ = 5/3 changes also drastically the shape and the spread of
the spurious multifractality caused by broad distribution of data (see the bottom row in Figs.2,
3). For q˜ = 1.8 (Levy regime), both for symmetric and asymmetric case, one observes a good
scaling for all scales and for all values of q. Here, however, Fq lines are not parallel especially
for large fluctuations – one clearly observes different slopes for different values of q and this in
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Figure 2: Fluctuation function Fq(s) (left column), the multifractal spectrum f(α) (middle
column) and the generalized Hurst exponent h(q) (right column) calculated within MFDFA for
signals of length M = 1010 sampled for different q˜ parameters of symmetric q˜Gaussians. In
each panel different moments indexed by the integer −10 ≤ q ≤ 10 are shown.
turn can be wrongly interpreted as the multifractal nature of the analyzed data. In a case of
q˜Gaussian distributions from normal attractor region (top two panels of Figs. 2 and 3) the spu-
rious multifractality is mainly generated below the crossover scale sX . Surprisingly this region
corresponds not to large but to relatively small fluctuations which contribute to Fq(s) function
the most since they are statistically more meaningful in small time windows after detrending
procedure. The effect is clearly magnified for asymmetric distributions. The crossover scale sX
slightly moves toward higher values if q˜ increases but details of such relationship are out of the
scope of this paper. The comparative results in Ho¨lder (f(α)) and Hurst (h(q)) descriptions
obtained for s ≥ sX are shown in the second and third columns in Figs. 2 and 3). Distinctly
different results for symmetric and asymmetric distributions are observed especially for broad
distributions from Levy attractor. It is seen at the level of f(α) for q = 1.8 where the value of
αmax, i.e., the righthanded edge of spurious multifractal spectrum is clearly shifted to the left
in the case of asymmetrical distribution (compare middle-bottom panels in Figs. 2 and 3).
While in the Gaussian regime the effect of (a)symmetry of probability distribution does
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Figure 3: Same as in Fig. 2 for asymmetric q˜Gaussians.
not significantly affect multifractal properties (αmax ∼ 0.5), the remarkable differences are
visible in the Levy area. For a symmetric case, we observe the dependence αmax(β) in excellent
agreement with theoretical prediction, i.e., αmax ∼ β−1 [69]. In contrast, when one of the
tails of the distribution has a shape of normal PDF (the asymmetric case) αmax ∼ β−γ, where
γ = 0.37± 0.02 (see Fig. 4). The smaller value of this exponent in the latter case indicates that
asymmetrical distribution significantly depletes the multifractal nature of the analyzed data.
When β decreases (the tail of the distribution becomes thicker) the shift of the multifractal
spectrum f(α) to the right is slower than in symmetric case. Looking at αmax and its drift along
the shape of fat tailed PDF (in here described by q˜ and β scaling exponent) one may estimate the
influence of fluctuations of particular form on the presence of spurious multifractality generated
by the deviation of data from the normal distribution. This effect does not replace however the
need to search for full spurious multifractal spectrum generated by the broad form of PDF. It
is done below.
To look more closely at the impact of the phenomenon of symmetry, asymmetry and fat
tails of probability distributions on measured multifractal features, we study the generalized
Hurst exponent dependent on q parameter (h(q)) and the properties of its spread ∆h(q).
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Figure 4: Righthanded edge of spurious multifractality αmax generated by the effect of broad
PDF. The results are shown in log-linear scale as a function of the q˜Gaussian parameter q˜
and β and are calculated for the signals of length M = 1010 for symmetric (orange symbols)
and asymmetric distributions (blue symbols). The red line corresponds to the theoretical value
for symmetric distributions (αmax ∼ β−1 in the Levy regime; αmax ∼ 0.5 in the Gaussian
regime). The black dashed line describes the empirical results for asymmetric distributions,
i.e., αmax ∼ β−0.37±0.02 in the Levy attractor regime and αmax ∼ 0.5 in Gaussian attractor
regime. The shade of bronze around the blue symbols indicates the range of fit accuracy at
CL = 95% confidence level. The dark-gray and light-gray area represent the Levy and the
Gaussian regime respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the main results obtained for variety of fat tailed PDF. From the perspective
of many q, it can also be seen that the Hurst exponent profile h(q) strictly depends on q˜ (or
β) and the (a)symmetry of distributions. The stronger effect is obviously seen in the Levy
attractor regime. The values of h(q) grow much faster for symmetric distributions, especially
for small fluctuations of time series, i.e. for q < 0. For example, if β ≈ 1 h(−10) = 0.68
for the asymmetric case and h(−10) = 1 for the symmetric case respectively. To make this
analysis more exhaustive from quantitative point of view, we have shown the spread ∆h vs the
moment q in logarithmic scale in Fig. 6. This scale more clearly distinguishes several ranges
of q parameter for which the apparent multifractal q-dependent spread ∆hFT induced by the
presence of fat tails has the particular quantitative form.
Looking first at distributions from Gaussian attractor (top panels of Fig. 6) we see that for
small range of deformation parameter q ≤ 3 dependence ∆hFT on the maximal moment q used
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Figure 5: Generalized Hurst exponent h(q) and its spread ∆h induced by heavy tails of PDF
calculated for time series of lengthM = 1010 with data from various symmetric and asymmetric
q˜Gaussians. Examples of both regimes, i.e., the Gaussian (q˜ = 1.05, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6) attractor
regime and the Levy attractor regime (q˜ = 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2) are penetrated as labeled on individual
panels. The error bars indicate the range of fit accuracy at CL = 95% confidence level.
to calculate such spurious multifractal spread may be well approximated by a power law
∆hFT = C(β)q
µ (9)
where µ ≈ 1 for all distributions in this attractor.
The corresponding values of C(β) coefficients and µ exponents are collected in Table 1. Note
that plots for q˜ = 1.05 and 1.2 correspond to PDF close to normal distribution so that shown
result recreates in fact the spurious multifractality generated by FSE and is not connected with
the influence of discussed effect of broad distribution. Thus only green and blue curves (q˜ = 1.4
and q˜ = 1.6) practically describe the investigated effect of fat tails. For 3 < q < 10 one has
the intermediate region while for q > 10 the saturation of ∆hFT (q) starts and ends up with
terminal values shown for q = 15 in Table 1. It can be also observed that asymmetric case
reveals smaller values of spurious spread ∆hFT than in case of symmetric broad probability
distributions.
The case of broad PDF from Levy attractor regime is different (see bottom panels in Fig. 6).
The saturation of multifractal spread ∆hFT occurs at the same level of ∆hFT ⋍ 0.45 indepen-
dent on the shape of PDF for asymmetric case. Contrary, for the symmetric case the level of
saturation depends on β exponent and is given quantitatively as function of β in Table 2. For
very narrow range of q . 1 corresponding to small fluctuations, the power law dependence as
in Eq. (9) is fulfilled with related parameters shown also in Table 2. The intermediate region
of ∆hFT (q) is much wider here than for Gaussian regime. Note that the scaling range where
the power law dependence of Eq.(9) occurs becomes wider for thicker tails of PDF, i.e., when
10
Gaussian regime - symmetric PDF
q˜ 1.05 1.2 1.4 1.6
β 39 9 4 2.3
C(β)(×10−3) 0.132 0.154 2.35 6.42
µ 1.06± 0.02 1.06± 0.02 1.02± 0.01 1.05± 0.02
∆q=15hFT 9 · 10−3 9 · 10−3 8 · 10−2 1.5 · 10−1
Gaussian regime - asymmetric PDF
q˜ 1.05 1.2 1.4 1.6
β 39 9 4 2.3
C(β)(×10−3) 0.251 0.422 1.46 2.76
µ 1.05± 0.02 0.95± 0.03 1.01± 0.02 1.03± 0.01
∆q=15hFT 4 · 10−3 6 · 10−3 5 · 10−2 1.1 · 10−1
Table 1: Saturated values of spurious multifractal spread ∆q=15hFT and parameters of power
law fit to ∆hFT (q) dependence obtained for data in Fig. 6 from various broad probability
distributions originated from Tsallis distributions in Gaussian attractor regime for q ≤ 5. The
corresponding q˜ index and β decay exponent of PDF tails is shown for completeness. For
notation see the main text.
Levy regime - symmetric PDF
q˜ 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
β 1.86 1.5 1.22 1
C(β)(×10−2) 2.33 3.26 9.12 19.3
µ 1.33± 0.05 1.33± 0.05 1.29± 0.04 1.17± 0.03
∆q=15hFT 0.52 0.62 0.73 0.85
Levy regime - asymmetric PDF
q˜ 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
β 1.86 1.5 1.22 1
C(β)(×10−2) 1.48 2.26 4.21 8.18
µ 1.21± 0.06 1.37± 0.09 1.25± 0.04 1.16± 0.02
∆q=15hFT 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.42
Table 2: Same as in Table 1 but for distributions in Levy attractor regime with corresponding
q˜ index and β decay exponent of PDF tails. The scaling range q ≤ 1 was used to fit power law
parameters. For notation used see the main text.
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Figure 6: Spread ∆h of generalized Hurst exponent calculated for time series of uncorrelated
M = 1010 data in various broad probability distributions originated from Tsallis PDF. Examples
of symmetric and asymmetric q˜Gaussians are shown in logarithmic scale. Both regimes, i.e.,
the Gaussian (q˜ = 1.05, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6) attractor regime and the Levy attractor regime (q˜ =
1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2) are penetrated as labeled on individual panels. The dotted line represent slope
corresponding to µ = 1 for Gaussian regime and µ = 1.15 for Levy regime.
β increases. Summarizing, the power-law formula of Eq.(9) and the corresponding saturation
values of ∆hFT offer an easy and immediate way to calculate spurious multifractal effects con-
nected with the presence of broad distribution of data. These general results can be applied to
some real data now to reveal to what extend nonlinear multifractal effects are really involved
in producing multifractal image of data in time series of any kind.
3 Application for detecting multifractal components of
real financial signals
In this section we will apply the previous general findings to study multifractal ingredients of
real empirical financial data. In the beginning we shall present an application of findings from
the previous section to multifractal analysis of price weighted DJIA index for various time-lags.
DJIA belongs to world oldest stock indices connected with the most mature American stock
12
market.
We created unweighted index I(t) based on high frequency price data from the companies
listed in Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). The time interval between consecutive records
for all companies has been chosen as δt = 5sec. We considered price returns of 30 companies
(AA, AIG, AXP, BA, BAC, CAT, CSCO, CVX, DD, DIS, HD, HPQ, IBM, INTC, JNJ, JPM,
KFT, KO, MCD, MMM, MRK, MSFT, PFE, PG, T, TRV, UTX, VZ, WMT and XOM)1
collected from the period Jan. 01, 2008 – July 31, 20112. For each company 902 days trade was
provided, i.e., 705,364 data points (782 price data during the day). The commonly accepted
definition of log-returns for time series I(tδt) representing the index value at time tδt was used
R ≡ R(tδt,∆t) = ln I(tδt + ∆t) − ln I(tδt). As another standard procedure, we calculated
normalized and centered returns x ≡ r(tδt,∆t) defined as x = R−〈R〉Tv , where v = (〈R2〉T −〈R〉2T )1/2 is the standard deviation of returns over the period T and 〈. . .〉T denotes a time
average. In addition, all overnight returns have been removed, because they cover a much
longer time interval introducing unwanted false information on trading. The time tδt was
assumed to change with the step (tick) δt = 5sec. This way, one obtains four time series
of similar length (approximately 700,000 data points) for arbitrary time-lag ∆t. We used
respectively ∆t = {30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min}.
For comparison we also present a systematic study of such characteristics for the Polish
stock market index WIG20 (Warszawski Index Gieldowy - Warsaw Stock Market Index) over
the period Nov. 17, 2001 – Feb. 13, 2018 for the time lags ∆t = {30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min}.
This market is commonly classified as still emerging but at least with no doubts much less
developed.
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ∆t = {30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min} of moduli
of DJIA and WIG20 price returns collected from the whole period specified above is shown in
Fig.7 and Fig.8. We present the distributions of moduli of the returns because the distributions
of positive and negative fluctuations turned out to be almost symmetrical.
It can be seen that the tails of all distributions are relatively thick and vanish according
to the power law P (r ≥ |x|) ∼ |x|−β. The fat tails of distributions clearly indicate that
the nature of the moduli of logarithmic price returns importantly differs from the Gaussian
one. Moreover, from the q˜Gaussians point of view, the obtained scaling exponents of tails
(calculated from available data as β = {2.9, 3.8, 4.7, 5} (for DJIA) and β = {3.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.9}
(for WIG20) respectively for different time-lags ∆t = {30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min}) indicate
that these empirical distributions are unstable and should be located (according to CLT) in
the Gaussian attractor regime.
In order to check the possible impact of phenomena like: linear and non-linear correlations,
FSE and the effect of broad probability distributions on multifractal character of the considered
real data for different time-lags, we first calculated the generalized Hurst exponent and its spread
∆h in a range of moments −10 ≤ q ≤ 10 for empirical data (time series denoted further on
as s1 series). This is indicated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 by the black curve. In the next step, we
calculated according to ref. [50, 51] the profile h(q)FSE and the spread ∆hFSE for the synthetic
1notation according to Bloomberg scheme
2data obtained from www.tickdata.com web side
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Figure 7: Cumulative distributions of moduli of the DJIA normalized logarithmic re-
turns from the period January 1, 2008 – July 31, 2011 for several time-lags ∆t =
{30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min}. The dashed line corresponding to cumulative Gaussian distribution
reveals the heavy tailed character of PDF for empirical returns.
series of the same length (denoted further on as s2) but drawn from Gaussian distribution and
with the same level of linear autocorrelations as empirical series s1. This can be done with
the help of Fourier filtering method (see, ref. [80] for details). The series s2 contributes to
multifractal spectrum only with spurious multifractality related to short length of data (FSE)
and to the involved linear autocorrelations. Its spread ∆hFSE is given as
∆h(ξ,M, q)FSE = C1M
−η1ξ + C0M
−η0(1− ξ)− CM−ν(Q− q) (10)
where ξ = 2− 2H and H = h(q = 2) is the main Hurst exponent. The values of all parameters
in calculations are taken from ref.[50, 51].
Finally, we calculated the spread ∆h(q)FT of spurious multifractality related to effects of
broad data distribution only. This was based on synthetic series (labeled as s3) generated in
section 2 in accordance with the q˜Gaussian distribution for the corresponding β values of the
original empirical distribution.
The latter series has a probability distribution consistent with real data but neither linear
nor non-linear autocorrelations are present in it. We also assumed that the series s3 does not
involve the spurious multifractality caused by FSE because it is much longer (∼ 1010 data
points) than the real data length and, as already stated, the FSE effects are negligible then
(∆h < 10−3). For all these profiles the multifractal spreads - correspondingly: ∆h, ∆hFSE and
∆hFT are shown in last four panels of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Their numerical values have been
14
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Figure 8: The same as in Fig. 7 but for WIG20.
collected also in Table 3 for various time-lags of DJIA and WIG20 returns. For completeness,
the multifractal spectrum f(α) for these cases is also provided in separate Fig. 11 (for DJIA)
and Fig. 12 (for WIG20).
∆h(×10−1) ∆hFSE(×10−1) ∆hFT (×10−1) ∆hNL(×10−1)
DJIA 30sec 3.9 0.275 1.84 1.78
DJIA 60sec 2.35 0.142 0.893 1.3
DJIA 5min 0.99 0.29 0.52 0.26
DJIA 10min 0.63 0.43 0.10 0.09
−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−
WIG20 30sec 2.22 0.11 1 1.1
WIG20 60sec 1.95 0.21 0.28 1.46
WIG20 5min 1.29 0 0.19 1.07
WIG20 10min 1.34 0.38 0.1 0.86
−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−
EUR 5min 2.54 0.27 0.89 1.38
GBP 5min 3.24 0.32 0.61 2.3
RUB 5min 4.42 0.27 1.71 2.43
Table 3: Summary of multifractal properties of exemplary empirical stock and financial time
series. The observable multifractal spread ∆h is compared quantitatively with spurious con-
stituents ∆hFSE and ∆hFT . The ”true” multifractal content of these series ∆hNL found only
after subtracting its spurious constituents is shown in last column.
Having this in mind one can evaluate the upper threshold of multifractal effects associated
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Figure 9: The generalized Hurst exponent h(q) (first and second column) and its spread ∆h =
h(−q) − h(q) (third and fourth column) calculated for DJIA logarithmic returns during the
period January 1, 2008 – July 31, 2011 for the time lags ∆t = {30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min}.
only with all spurious ingredients and finally the ”true” multifractality related only with non-
linear correlations which is the most interesting. These results are provided in Fig.13 (for DJIA)
and Fig.14 (for WIG20).
Apart from the initial multifractal spread ∆h(q) made for empirical data within MFDFA,
we show in this figure also the ”true” multifractal spread for these data ∆hNL. The latter
one corresponds to multifractal content of examined series after all spurious effects induced
by FSE or by broad distribution of data are subtracted. Thus the orange line in there,
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Figure 10: The same as in Fig. 9 but for WIG20.
corresponding only to existence of nonlinear correlations in examined series, is obtained as
∆hNL = ∆h(q) − (∆hFSE(q) + ∆hFT (q)). The multifractal unbiased spread ∆hNL is shown
also and compared with initial value ∆h(q) and the spurious multifractal effects ∆hFSE(q) and
∆hFT (q) separately in Table 3.
It is worth mentioning that the tails of PDF of absolute returns for WIG20 are found thinner
and more deformed than in the case of DJIA – in particular for the minute time scale. This,
in turn, influences ∆hFT values which are smaller than corresponding ones for DJIA index.
Nevertheless the ’true’ multifractal content caused by nonlinear correlations ∆hNL is still more
17
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Figure 11: Singularity spectra f(α) for DJIA logarithmic returns during the period January
1, 2008 – July 31, 2011 for the time lags ∆t = {30sec, 60sec, 5min, 10min}. The spectra of
various spurious multifractal effects contributing to the final picture of observed multifractality
are marked with different colors. See the main text for detailed explanations.
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Figure 12: The same as in Fig. 11 but for WIG20.
noticeable for WIG20 for the minute time-lags as shown in Table 3.
As a final example we performed the similar analysis for other kind of data taking the
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Figure 13: The observable multifractal spread ∆h of DJIA index for various time-lags as a
function of deformation parameter q. The results are compared quantitatively with its ”true”
multifractal content ∆hNL found after subtracting spurious constituents, i.e., ∆hFSE and ∆hFT .
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Figure 14: The same as in Fig. 13 but for WIG20.
exchange ratios of three currencies from Forex with respect to USD: EUR/USD, GBP/USD
and RUB/USD in the period 01.01.2014–31.12.2016 (with the trading hours 8:00 - 22:00) with
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Figure 15: Cumulative distributions of moduli normalized returns of EUR/USD, GBP/USDM
and RUB/USD from the period January 1, 2014 – December 31, 2016 for time-lag ∆t = 5min.
The dashed line corresponds to cumulative Gaussian distribution.
time-lags of exchange returns ∆t = 5 min (M = 115, 736 data points)3. The results are
revealed in similar form as for DJIA and WIG20 index in Figs. 15–18 and provided also in
Table 3. The most heavy tail of fluctuation distribution (Fig.15) is observed for RUB/USD
(β = 2.3) presumably related to high level of speculations involved in trading and manifesting
as nonlinear correlations between data. The distributions for the other two exchange rates
(EUR/USD and GBP/USD) reveal scaling P (r ≥ |x|) ∼ |x|−β consistent with the known
inverse cubic power law (β = 3).
In all considered cases the ’true’ multifractal content of data connected with nonlinear
properties is seriously reduced with respect to naive description before the spurious effects are
subtracted (compare the first and the last column in Table 3). The highest relative influence of
spurious effect of heavy tail in PDF on observed multifractal content is observed for RUB/USD
exchange rates (∆hFT/∆h ∼ 40%).
3data downloaded from the Metatrader Platform www.metatrader5.com/
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Figure 16: The generalized Hurst exponent h(q) (top left), its spread ∆h (top right) and the
”true” multifractal content ∆hNL found after subtracting spurious constituents, i.e., ∆hFSE and
∆hFT (bottom left) calculated for returns fluctuation of EUR/USD over the period January 1,
2014 – December 31, 2016 for time-lag ∆t = 5min. The bottom left panel represents singularity
spectra f(α) of various spurious multifractal effects contributing to the final picture of observed
multifractality.
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Figure 17: The same as in Fig.16 but for GBP/USD.
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Figure 18: The same as in Fig.16 but for RUB/USD.
4 Concluding remarks
The goal of this article was the detailed quantitative analysis of spurious multifractal effects
induced by the presence of broad distribution of data in time series. To make this analysis
more close to practical application we analyzed PDF with heavy tails generated by a family
of q˜Gaussian distribution. They offer to control not only the shape of PDF tails but also
the parametric description of the whole distribution - also in its head part. This way, the
level of difference with respect to normal or Levy distribution is constantly monitored. Such
distributions have their theoretical background in non-extensive statistical physics and are well
confirmed to describe many phenomena in majority of complex systems, independently on the
particular mechanism of information flow standing behind or the nature of complexity. The
q˜Gaussian distribution offers an easy way to pass through all intermediate steps of heavy tailed
PDF – from those with infinite variance and infinite higher statistical moments (lying in so
called Levy attractor regime) up to those with finite variance although still with sufficiently
heavy tails. The latter case of PDF, according to Central Limit Theorem, drops into Gaussian
regime attractor and it seems to be of greatest practical importance particularly in finance
because of risk analysis possibility.
This paper has been divided into two major and in some way related parts. The first
part concerned the analysis of synthetic data generated from q˜Gaussians distributions. In this
part we have explored quantitatively the impact of heavy tailed symmetric and asymmetric
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probability distributions on multifractality. We assumed that the asymmetric distribution is one
for which the right tail (positive fluctuations) has a normal distribution. We observed, among
others significantly slower growth (in the Levy regime) of αmax ∼ β−γ value, i.e., γ = −0.37 in
the case of asymmetric distributions, while for symmetric distributions (according to theoretical
prediction) γ = 1. The smaller value of γ exponent significantly depletes the multifractal nature
of the analyzed data - the decrease of the multifractal spectrum f(α) to the right is much slower
than in symmetric case.
Regarding analysis of the whole multifractal spectrum of data from broad distributions we
showed that the spurious multifractal effects induced by this kind of PDF can be well described
quantitatively by a power law linking the spurious multifractal spread ∆hFT = C(β)q
µ ex-
pressed in Hurst language with the multifractal deformation parameter q and the rate of PDF
tail decay β. This power law is well satisfied in the range −5 ≤ q ≤ 5 often used by many
authors investigating multifractal phenomena in empirical time series. The corresponding C(β)
and µ values have been classified by us. We noticed also that the effect of spurious multifrac-
tality caused by heavy tails in PDF seems to saturate at the level q ∼ 10÷15 due to numerical
reasons. These saturated maximal values of the spread ∆hFT expected to occur in heavy tailed
data has also been calculated and presented as a function of β exponent shaping PDF tails.
These general findings may serve as complementary basis for estimation of all ”false” signal of
multifractality actually appearing in data of monofractal nature. Thanks to general considera-
tions conducted in literature so far, enriched with new quantitative findings in this article, one
is able to clearly separate three basic ingredients of observable multifractal content into parts
generated by: short length of data series and linear correlations being involved (∆hFSE), effect
of heavy tails in PDF (∆hFT ) and nonlinear correlations changing with time scale (∆hNL).
We argued that only the latter one describes the ”true” multifractal effect in data of any kind
and therefore it should be always clearly separated from other multifractal effects having the
spurious character of an false signal in any applicative study.
Going in this direction we finally provided examples from stock market (DJIA and WIG20)
and money market (Forex) indicating the real multifractal content of empirical signal in time
series against its spurious constituents. The main conclusion to be drawn from the real data
analysis presented in the second part of the paper is that the spurious effect of fat tails of dis-
tributions seems to be tremendously much more important than spurious multifractal effects
of finite data length or the effect caused by linear correlations involved in series. Looking at
details revealed in Table 3 one may expect that the true multifractal content of empirical data
(∆hNL) might be only around half of the observable expectation level (i.e., ∆h) measured ini-
tially within MFDFA. The spurious multifractality is particularly present in returns calculated
for short time-lags since in this case the tails of distributions become more thick – the effect is
particularly visible for the currencies considered here (EUR/USD, GBP/USDM, RUB/USD)
and for DJIA index for the time scales ∆t = 30sec and 60sec. Interestingly, the stronger nonlin-
ear effects are visible for WIG20 index especially for longer time scales ∆t = 5min and 10min.
This can be caused by the fact that the Polish stock market is much smaller and younger than
the US one and there are significantly fewer transactions on Polish market in a given time unit
– in other words the transaction time seems to run relatively ’slower’ comparing with more
mature markets.
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Therefore, one should be very careful drawing conclusions from the multifractal analysis and
interpretation of the observed multifractal spread in any complex system. In particular, from
a practical point of view, the effects that we quantitatively described can have applications in
modeling and forecasting the widely understood stock market data.
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